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A permanent magnetic chuck for lathe

Abstract:

The utility model belongs to the technical field of the permanent magnetic chuck technique and specifically relates to a permanent magnetic chuck for lathe. It is related to, mainly includes, a panel, magnetic core assembly, bottom plate, being equipped with electric permanent magnetic chuck unit between panel and the bottom plate, being equipped with the round hole that is used for the drainage on the panel, the round hole is connected to the outlet, and the base passes through adjusting inner connection (bottom plate bottom), and the base bottom is equipped with a plurality of fixed feet, and base each side is equipped with and is used for controlling the turn button which adjust the pole, and the bottom plate both sides all are equipped with the handle that is used for the transport, and the other both sides of bottom plate are equipped with the main wiring mouth under the electric permanent magnetic chuck unit is mainly barrowed by the stepping and magnet core group, the surface area of the utility model are similar to the permanent magnetic chuck existing plus above the movable regulation pole of turn button to come the counter plate to firmly fix through adjusting the pole, can make machined part on the panel be in ideal position, its convenient in the part cutting or polish, to compare in traditional permanent magnetic chuck, its flexibility is higher, and the practicability is stronger.
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-- patent analysis
-- patent value evaluation
**Patent value evaluation** solves the problem of patent value assessment in patent management with new insights. Based on an objective **patent value evaluation Indicators**, it selects and establishes the relationship among the technology characteristics of patents and other literatures, integrates the patent related information and intensive data calculations, consequently provides **quantitative evaluation results** of patent value level.

**Applied** for **patent properties management**, **high-value patent screening**, **patent investment** and other fields.